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Abstract. This paper investigates quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimiza-
tion. Using a least-change argument we derive a class of rank-3 updates to approximations of
the one-sided projection of the Hessian of the Lagrangian which keeps the appropriate part
symmetric (and possibly positive denite). By imposing the usual assumptions we are able to
prove 1-step superlinear convergence for one of these updates. Encouraging numerical results
and comparisons with other previously analyzed updates are presented.
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1. Introduction and Background
Quasi-Newton methods for nonlinear optimization problems have been studied
extensively since the late 60s. While there are a number of updates and conver-
gence analyses for the unconstrained case (see, e.g., [10] and [4]), the constrained
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case has only been discussed more recently, e.g., in [6], [22], [7], [19] and [14],
and in P. Fenyes' Ph.D. thesis [11].
The motivation for this study came mainly from a paper by Todd [27], where
he derives dierent well-known updates for unconstrained problems in the setting
of abstract vector spaces. The question is whether this \higher level" methodol-
ogy can be extended and used to derive quasi-Newton updates for constrained
optimization problems. It turns out that the approaches used in [22], [19] and
other papers, even though they seem to work well in a practical setting, lack
this theoretical motivation. In this rst paper we explain our ideas and exam-
ine the local convergence behavior of the resulting algorithms. The next step of
designing globally convergent algorithms using these updates will be left for a
subsequent paper [28].
We begin by giving a very brief introduction to the problem and the necessary
background for quasi-Newton methods; for a more extensive discussion as well
as alternate formulations and derivations the reader is referred to [22]. From
now on and unless otherwise noted, the notation k  k will always refer to the
Euclidean norm. We will also use the convention of abbreviating f(xk) as fk for
any function of x whenever this does not introduce ambiguities. A +-subscript
will refer to the value of the quantity in question in the following iteration.
The problem we consider is the general equality-constrained nonlinear pro-
gramming problem:
min f(x)
s.t. c(x) = 0;
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where f : IR
n  ! IR and c : IR
n  ! IR
m are assumed to be suciently smooth
functions (meaning that they should at least have locally Lipschitz second partial
derivatives). We dene g(x) := rxf(x), A(x) := rxc(x) and introduce the
Lagrangian function L : IR
n  IR
m  ! IR:
L(x;) := f(x)   c(x)T: (1.2)
The rst-orderoptimality conditions now say that, under a regularityassumption
(e.g., linear independence of the constraint gradients), ^ x can only be a local
solution to (1.1) if there exists a ^  2 IR
m such that the tuple (^ x; ^ ) solves the
nonlinear equation rL(x;) = 0, or, equivalently,
2
6
6
4
g(x)   A(x)
c(x)
3
7
7
5 = 0: (1.3)
Let t := n   m. If we set Z(x) to be an (n  t)-matrix valued function of x
with range(Z(x)) = null(A(x)T), then we can transform (1.3) into an equivalent
system
r(x) =
2
6
6
4
Z(x)Tg(x)
c(x)
3
7
7
5 = 0: (1.4)
Goodman's main result in [17] is that the Z obtained from an implementation
of the QR factorization of A(x)
A(x) = Q(x)R(x) = [Y (x) Z(x)]
2
6
6
4
RY (x)
0
3
7
7
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can be extended to a smooth matrix function Z dened in a neighborhood of x,
with the property that the Jacobian of r from (1.4) evaluated at x is
Dr(x) =
2
6
6
4
Z(x)TW(x;x)
A(x)T
3
7
7
5;
where W(x;) = rxxL(x;) and x is the solution to
min

1
2
kA(x)   g(x)k2;
i.e., the least-squares estimate of the Lagrange multiplier at x. The Newton step
sN for (1.4) now is given by
2
6
6
4
Z(x)TW(x;x)
A(x)T
3
7
7
5sN =  
2
6
6
4
Z(x)Tg(x)
c(x)
3
7
7
5; (1.6)
or, using the QR factorization (1.5) of A(x)
2
6
6
4
Z(x)TW(x;x)Y (x) Z(x)TW(x;x)Z(x)
RT
Y (x) 0
3
7
7
5
2
6
6
4
sY
sZ
3
7
7
5 =  
2
6
6
4
Z(x)Tg(x)
c(x)
3
7
7
5; (1.7)
with sN = Y (x)sY + Z(x)sZ. At this point we make the following (standard)
assumption on the data:
Assumption 1 There is a local solution x to (1.1) and A := A(x) has
full column rank. Furthermore there exists a vector  2 IR
m such that the
rst-order necessary conditions (1.3) are satised at x and that ZT
 WZ :=
Z(x)TW(x;)Z(x) is positive denite (second-order suciency condition).
Quasi-Newton methods are usually employed in a setting where the gradients
are readily available to the algorithm but second-order information is either
prohibitively expensive or simply not available. Since A(x) is assumed to beLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 5
Choose x0;B0, a tolerance  > 0 and evaluate
f0;g0;c0;A0.
Factor A0 = [Y0 Z0]
￿
￿
￿
R0
0
￿
￿
￿ .
k   0.
while
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
ZT
k gk
ck
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
>  do
Solve RT
k sY =  ck.
Solve (BkZk)sZ =  ZT
k gk   BkYksY .
xk+1   xk + YksY + ZksZ.
Evaluate fk+1;gk+1;ck+1;Ak+1.
Factor Ak+1 = [Yk+1 Zk+1]
￿
￿
￿
Rk+1
0
￿
￿
￿ .
Bk+1   update(Bk;sk;yk).
Set k   k + 1.
end while
Algorithm 1: The local quasi-Newton framework.
available at each iteration point xk, we see from (1.6) that we only need to keep
and update an approximation Bk to Z(xk)TW(xk;xk) to be able to generate
quasi-Newton steps. The resulting general quasi-Newton algorithm is described
as Algorithm 1. The procedure update deserves a little more comment. The
basic underlying quasi-Newton equations have the form
Bk+1sk = yk; (1.8)
and there are a number of ways to set them up which dier mostly in the
choice of sk and right-hand-side yk. Since Bk+1 is to be an approximation of
Z(xk+1)TW(xk+1;xk+1), it is appropriate to choose yk as a nite dierence
approximation of the result of applying this matrix to the step sk = xk+1   xk,6 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
i.e.,
yk = Z(xk+1)T  
rxL(xk+1;xk+1)   rxL(xk;xk+1)

= Z(xk+1)T  
g(xk+1)   (g(xk)   A(xk)xk+1)

(1.9)
(see, e.g., [22] for a number of other choices). One attractive consequence of this
choice is that the quasi-Newton equation (1.8) is invariant under dierent choices
of Z(xk+1). If we replace Z(xk+1) by ~ Z(xk+1) := Z(xk+1)U for some orthogo-
nal matrix U, then yk is replaced by ~ yk := UTyk and so ~ Bk+1 := UTBk+1(
~ Z(xk+1)TW(xk+1;xk+1)) satises ~ Bk+1sk = ~ yk. This property does not hold if
instead we chose the dierence Z(xk+1)Tg(xk+1)   Z(xk)Tg(xk) motivated by
(1.4) for yk. In the same way, the step sk that satises
2
6
6
4
Bk
A(xk)T
3
7
7
5s =  
2
6
6
4
Z(xk)Tg(xk)
c(xk)
3
7
7
5
is similarly invariant to changes in Zk if Bk is transformed as above. This in-
variance mitigates to some extent the fact that we cannot in practice compute
Goodman's Z(x). However, our least-change update does depend on the Z(x)
chosen, and we shall see in our local convergence analysis in Section 6 that Z()
must be Lipschitz continuous (cf. also [5], Section 5.1).
Before moving on to explaining our ideas we review previous work in this area.
We will discuss these other approaches and how they relate to our framework in
more detail in Section 4.
Nocedal & Overton [22] propose either using a rank-one Broyden update
on B  ZTW or focusing on (1.7) and simply keeping a (positive denite)Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 7
approximation to ZTWZ while ignoring the unsymmetric part ZTWY (i.e.,
they set BY = 0 in the algorithm and eectively decouple the sZ-step from the
sY -step). They are able to prove local 1-step superlinear convergence in the rst
case and 2-step superlinear convergence in the latter case by using an update
condition that only updates the approximation to ZTWZ if
ksY k <

(k + 1)1+ ksZk (1.10)
for appropriately chosen parameters ; > 0 (k is the iteration index).
Gurwitz [19] extends the second approach of Nocedal & Overton by keeping
and updating approximations to both ZTWZ and ZTWY , using a symmetric
and a Broyden update respectively. However, to prove local convergence she
needs to use two update conditions similar to the one in (1.10). She establishes
2-step superlinear convergence for her algorithm. One unresolved issue with these
approaches is that since conditions like (1.10) depend on the iteration index and
several parameters, these algorithms will tend to be rather sensitive to dierent
starting points, and it is not immediately clear how to devise robust globally
convergent versions.
Coleman and Fenyes [7] propose updating the Cholesky factor of ZTWZ and
the matrix ZTWY with a \least-change" update that results in a combination
of the BFGS update for the symmetric part and Broyden's update for the un-
symmetric part. They satisfy quasi-Newton equations like (1.8) and prove a local
R-superlinear convergence result.
One of the very rst approaches for reduced Hessian approximations came
from a paper by Coleman and Conn [6]. They evaluate gradient information at8 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
an intermediate point (xk+ = xk + YksY ) and then update a positive denite
approximation to ZTWZ. Subsequent papers on this algorithm (e.g., [5]) prove
local 2-step superlinear convergence. In Section 4 we discuss how all of these
approaches t into our framework.
Yet other authors (e.g., [1], [20], see also many references in [7]) consider up-
dating the full Hessian of the (possibly augmented) Lagrangian function. How-
ever, these approaches are quite dierent in avor from ours and we shall not
describe them in detail here.
Our aim in this paper is to derive a quasi-Newton approach to solving (1.4)
which keeps an approximation B to all of ZTW while maintaining a symmetric
and possibly positive denite approximation to ZTWZ and which guarantees a
1-step superlinear convergence rate while making only standard assumptions on
the problem data.
Our proposal uses a least-change motivation to derive an update to B. To be
able to ensure that BZ will remain symmetric (and possibly positive denite)
we use a parameter ^ y on the right-hand side to split the quasi-Newton equations
(1.8) into two parts as in (1.7), one involving \the symmetric part" B+Z+ and
one involving \the unsymmetric part" B+Y+ and update each separately using
least-change updates. We then nally choose the parameter ^ y so as to minimize
the overall size of the update in the appropriate norm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: After having dealt with
the preliminaries in this section, in Sections 2 and 3 we outline the derivation
of the family of updates that are the main subject of this paper. Section 4 dis-Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 9
cusses a good choice of the parameter ^ y, which was left open in the preceding
sections. After a brief discussion of various issues related to the proposed up-
dates in Section 5 we cover the the local convergence analysis in Section 6 and
hence show that the choice of ^ y previously proposed was indeed a good one.
Finally, Section 7 contains some illustrative numerical results that demonstrate
the eectiveness of our approach. Since some of the intermediate calculations
are rather long (but nonetheless quite straightforward) we have collected a few
of these technical lemmas as well as some standard theorems from the classical
literature in appendices.
2. Derivation of an update
For the next three sections we revert to the abstract setting (and notation) intro-
duced in [27]. Just as in the unconstrained case the advantage of this generality
is that we can derive a whole class of updates simply by considering dierent
inner products and hence dierent ways of measuring the size of the update.
The given problem is a general equality-constrained optimization problem;
it will now be written using the following notation:
min (x)
s. t. (x) = 0;
(2.1)
where  : X  ! IR and  : X  ! Y are nonlinear functions and X and Y
are general real (nite-dimensional) vector spaces. We notice that in Algorithm
1 in each iteration the iterate step s is decomposed into two components, a
\null-space component" sZ and a \range-space component" sY . To incorporate10 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
this structure into our abstraction we dene a lower-dimensional space L and
a one-to-one linear mapping i : L  ! X such that iL  X corresponds to the
null space of a local linearization of . L will stay the same over all iterations,
with the change in constraint gradients when moving from one iterate to the
next reected in a change of the linear mapping i. Similarly, we can choose a
complementary space  L and a one-to-one linear mapping  { :  L  ! X such that
X = iL + { L and iL \ { L = f0g (2.2)
( { L corresponds to \the range space of the constraint gradients"). It is clear
from (2.2) that the iterate space X can now be identied with L  L. We let L
denote the dual of L with hy;`i denoting the value of y 2 L on ` 2 L.
Suppose now  is a linear operator from X to L which approximates the
reduced second derivative (in x) of the Lagrangian L at a given point (x;x)
(i.e.,  is an approximation to \ZTW"). We can now write the quasi-Newton
equation as
+s = y; (2.3)
where + is an updated approximation, s 2 X is the dierence of the current
and previous iterates and y 2 L is a projection into the dual of the null space of
the dierence of the corresponding rst derivative operators. The problem and
hence the setting for the rest of this paper is now: Given a current approximation
, a step s 2 X and y 2 L, nd a new approximation + (at a new iterate
x+ = x+s) such that the quasi-Newton equation (2.3) is satised. Additionally,
we would like to have + self-adjoint and positive denite on the null space iL.Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 11
Also, + should inherit as much as possible of the already accumulated curvature
information in , i.e., it should dier from  by \as little as possible."
Using (2.2) we get that for any z 2 X we can now certainly nd (`z;  `z) 2
L   L such that
z = i`z + { `z: (2.4)
We can now redene  to act on L and  L separately, i.e., set  : L  L  ! L
and rewrite the quasi-Newton equation (2.3) as
+(`s;  `s) = y: (2.5)
The requirement that  (and +) be self-adjoint and positive denite on the
null space L can now be stated more precisely: we want +(;0) to be self-
adjoint and positive denite, i.e., (+(`;0);`0) = (+(`0;0);`) for all `;`0 2 L
and (+(`;0);`) > 0 for all ` 2 Lnf0g.
However, (2.5) is still not in a form that we recognize from the unconstrained
setting and can easily work with. We now reformulate the quasi-Newton equation
one last time by introducing a parameter ^ y 2 L and splitting (2.5) into two
dependent equations: We set  := (;0) : L  ! L and  := (0;) :  L  ! L
so that (`z;  `z) = `z + `z for all z 2 X, and split y into the part ^ y due to the
step in L and the part y   ^ y due to the step in  L. So (2.5) becomes
+`s = ^ y
+ `s = y   ^ y:
(2.6)
At this point we leave the question of which ^ y to choose open | all of Section
4 is dedicated to trying to nd a good answer. Note that a necessary condition12 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
for + to be positive denite is that h^ y;`si be positive. To be able to use the
tools introduced in [27] we impose for now the following
Assumption 2 L and  L are self{dual.
That is, we assume that L and L are identied, and similarly  L and  L. Also
implicit is the assumption that the problem is well-scaled in both L and  L, or
that there are \natural" scales (inner products) in both these spaces and hence
in X. We will later dene other inner products on L which can be dependent on
the iterates.
To be able to measure the size of operators and obtain least-change up-
dates we introduce \reference" bases BL = fb1;b2;:::;btg  L of L and B L =
f bt+1; bt+2;:::; bng   L of  L so that B = fib1;ib2;:::;ibt; { bt+1;::: { bng is a
basis for X. Having dened these we automatically obtain a basis BL L =
f(b1;0);(b2;0);:::;(bt;0);(0; bt+1);:::;(0; bn)g for the full space L   L. We can
now dene norms for the two operators  and  dened above in the following
way:
jjBL;BL :=
 
t X
i=1
jbij2
BL
!1=2
:=
0
@
t X
i=1
t X
j=1
(bi;bj)2
L
1
A
1=2
(2.7)
jjB L;BL :=
 
n X
i=t+1
j bij2
BL
!1=2
:=
0
@
n X
i=t+1
t X
j=1
( bi;bj)2
L
1
A
1=2
; (2.8)
where (;)L : L  L  ! IR denotes the inner product in L. For convenience we
will usually omit the subscript when writing the inner product (;) unless we
wish to stress its importance.
Assumption 3 Both BL and B L are orthonormal bases.Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 13
Now we can use the results in Section 4 of [27] to nd that, assuming ^ y is a
given vector, the (unique) solution to the problem
min j+   jBL;BL
s.t. +`s = ^ y
+ 2 ILSD(L;L
)
(where ILSD(L;L) is the space of self-adjoint linear operators from L to L) is
given by the PSB update [24]:
+ =  + (^ y   `s)
(`s;)
(`s;`s)
+ `s
(^ y   `s;)
(`s;`s)
  `s
(^ y   `s;`s)(`s;)
(`s;`s)2 :
Similarly, from Section 3 of [27], we nd that, for given parameter ^ y, the solution
of the problem
min j+   jB L;BL
s.t. + `s = y   ^ y
is the (\rst") Broyden update [2]:
+ =  + (y   ^ y    `s)
( `s;)
( `s;  `s)
:
By putting these two together we get the following rank-3 update for , which
obviously still depends on the specic choice of the parameter ^ y:
+(1;2) = +(1) + +(2)
= (1;2) + (^ y   (`s;0))
(`s;1)
(`s;`s)
+ `s
(^ y   (`s;0);1)
(`s;`s)
 `s
(^ y   (`s;0);`s)(`s;1)
(`s;`s)2 +
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
:
(2.9)14 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
3. Changing the inner product
An alternative to measuring the size of  and  as in equations (2.7) and (2.8)
arises if we have a self-dual space M with the same dimension as L and a regular
linear mapping  : M  ! L, such that BL := fbig  M is orthonormal.
Recall that h;i : L  L  ! IR denotes the scalar product associated with L
and L. Then, since for any u;v 2 L we have that hu;vi = (u;v)M, the
inner product on M eectively induces a new inner product on L, with respect
to which BL is no longer orthonormal. The inner product on  L is left unchanged.
The norm of  in (2.7) can now be redened via this new inner product:
jjBL;BL :=
0
@
t X
i=1
t X
j=1
hbi;bji2
1
A
1=2
=
0
@
t X
i=1
t X
j=1
( 1 bi;bj)M
1
A
1=2
=
  1  
BL;BL :
Similarly, we get
jjB L;BL :=
0
@
n X
i=t+1
t X
j=1
h bi;bji2
1
A
1=2
=
0
@
n X
i=t+1
t X
j=1
( 1 bi;bj)M
1
A
1=2
=

 1


B L;BL :
We will study concrete choices for  later since dierent  will yield dierent
updates. We can also and accordingly rewrite the quasi-Newton equations (2.6)
as:
 1+ `s =  1^ y

 1+ `s = 
 1(y   ^ y):Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 15
By setting
0
+ :=  1+  : M  ! M
`0
s := `s 2 M
y0 :=  1y 2 M (3.1)
^ y0 :=  1^ y 2 M
0
+ :=  1+ :  L  ! M;
we can now apply the ideas from the previous section to 0;0 etc. and get
least-change updates of the following form (again, we assume that ^ y is given for
now):
+ =  + (^ y   `s)
h`s;i
h`s;`si
+ `s
h^ y   `s;i
h`s;`si
 `s
h^ y   `s;`sih`s;i
h`s;`si2
+ =  + (y   ^ y    `s)
( `s;)
( `s;  `s)
:
Notice that the update of  is unaected by this change in coordinates. (This is
not surprising, since we have not changed the inner product on  L and Broyden's
update is invariant under linear transformations of its range.) Hence we obtain
an overall update for  (depending on the choices of ^ y and ):
+(1;2) = (1;2) + (^ y   (`s;0))
h`s;1i
h`s;`si
+ 
`s
h^ y   (`s;0);1i
h`s;`si
 `s
h^ y   (`s;0);`sih`s;1i
h`s;`si2 +
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
:
(3.2)
We can now consider several special cases of this arising from specic choices
of :16 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Case 1: The simplest case: choose  such that  = id, the identity mapping,
and M = L. Then we get the same PSB-type update (2.9) as in the last
section. The inner product here is the same one whose existence we assumed
in the previous section.
Case 2: Since  is assumed to be positive denite, we can nd  and M such
that  = . The resulting update of  then corresponds to a complementary
version of Greenstadt's E1-corrector [18]:
+ =  + ^ y
h`s;i
h`s;`si
+ `s
h^ y;i
h`s;`si
  `s
h^ y + `s;`sih`s;i
h`s;`si2
+ =  + (y   ^ y    `s)
( `s;)
( `s;  `s)
:
Overall we get
+(1;2) = (1;2) + ^ y
h(`s;0);1i
h(`s;0);`si
+ (`s;0)
h^ y;1i
h(`s;0);`si
(3.3)
 (`s;0)
h^ y + (`s;0);`sih(`s;0);1i
h(`s;0);`si2 +
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
:
Case 3: Provided that h^ y;`si > 0 we could choose  in a way that `s = ^ y
(e.g.,  a factorization of +). Then we get
+(1;2) = (1;2) + (^ y   (`s;0))
h^ y;1i
h^ y;`si
+ ^ y
h^ y   (`s;0);1i
h^ y;`si
 ^ y
h^ y   (`s;0);`sih^ y;1i
h^ y;`si2 +
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
:
(3.4)
The update of  we get here is a DFP-type ([8], [13]) update, which keeps
 positive denite in each iteration and is known to have very attractive
numerical properties in the unconstrained setting. It will turn out in the
next section that we can always choose ^ y in a way such that h^ y;`si > 0 and
hence the update is well-de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Case 4: [27] remarks that a choice of  such that `s = ^ y(`s;0), with  =
(h^ y;`si=h(`s;0);`si)1=2 leads to a BFGS-type ([3], [12], [15], [26]) update:
+(1;2) = (1;2)   (`s;0)
h(`s;0);1i
h(`s;0);`si
+ ^ y
h^ y;1i
h^ y;`si
+
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
:
(3.5)
The BFGS update is usually considered to be the most successful update in
unconstrained minimization; in this setting, however, it creates diculties in
the derivation of a \good" choice of ^ y, as we shall see later. At this point,
however, its derivation does not dier much from the other updates.
4. Choosing ^ y
The previous sections all assumed that the parameter ^ y from the reformulated
quasi-Newton equations (2.6) was given. We now investigate a \good" choice for
this parameter. As pointed out at the end of this section, other authors have
proposed an iteration-independent choice of ^ y. We will now derive a dierent
choice based on a least-change calculation and will argue in Section 6 that it is
indeed a sensible choice.
Clearly, if we want to have any hope of getting good convergence behavior of
the overall update, we would like to have the linear operators  and  stay \well-
conditioned" in some sense. In other words (and looking once again at (2.6)), if
`s is small in norm, then ^ y should be small and  should be hardly updated at
all. Similarly, if  `s is small, then ^ y should be close to y and + should be close
to . So our intuition tells us that a sensible choice of ^ y would look somewhat18 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
like a convex combination of (`s;0) and y  (0;  `s), depending on the relative
sizes of `s and  `s.
To simplify the following rather extensive formulas a bit, we introduce some
notation:  := h`s;`si and   := ( `s;  `s). We can now prove the following
Proposition 1. The following choice of ^ y minimizes j+   jBL L;BL for the
general update formula (3.2):
^ y =
2 
2  + 

(`s;0) +
1
2(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s

+

2  + 

y   (0;  `s)

:
(4.1)
Proof: See Appendix A. u t
Note rst of all that if  = 0, then the ^ y in (4.1) reduces to (`s;0) = 0,
and hence the self-adjoint part  is not updated at all. Similarly,   = 0 implies
^ y = y, in which case  remains unchanged (+ = ) and (;0) absorbs all of the
update. Overall, we can interpret this expression for ^ y as a convex combination
of [y  (0;  `s)] and (`s;0) plus a correction term that depends on  and hence
on the choice of the inner product on L and which vanishes for either `s = 0 or
 `s = 0.
From (4.1) we nd that
h^ y;`si =
 
  + 
h(`s;0);`si +

  + 
hy   (0;  `s);`si; (4.2)
a convex combination of two quantities. The rst of these is positive if  is
positive denite, while the second is related to the curvature of the Lagrangian
in the appropriate subspace. We will see below that we can assure that h^ y;`si is
positive using the DFP-type update.Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 19
Another feature of this choice of ^ y is that terms like ^ y  (`s;0) and y   ^ y  
(0;  `s), which appear in the general update formula (3.2) simplify to
^ y   (`s;0) =

2  + 
[y   (`s;  `s)] +
 
(2  + )(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s
and
y   ^ y   (0;  `s) =
2 
2  + 
[y   (`s;  `s)]
 
 
(2  + )(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s:
(4.3)
(4.4)
We now look at the specic choices of  as in Section 3.
Case 1: We get the \optimal" choice for the PSB-type update (2.9) from (4.1)
by setting  = id, the identity mapping:
^ y =
2 
2  + 

(`s;0) +
1
2(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s

+

2  + 
[y   (0;  `s)];
where  = (`s;`s) and   = ( `s;  `s).
Case 2: By substituting  =  (= (;0)), (4.1) becomes
^ y =
2 
2  + 

(`s;0) +
1
2(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si(`s;0)

+

2  + 
[y   (0;  `s)];
where now  = h(`s;0);`si and   = ( `s;  `s).
Case 3: This case requires a more detailed consideration of the exact argument
since at rst glance the derivation might seem circular. The argument is, in
a way, similar to the derivation in [27] of the DFP update: we x , derive20 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
an \optimal" (in some way) ^ y for this xed  and then choose  such that
`s = ^ y. Now (4.1) becomes an equation with ^ y on both sides:
^ y =
2 
2  + 
(`s;0) +

2  + 

y   (0;  `s)

+
 
(2  + )(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si^ y
(4.5)
and so ^ y must satisfy

2  +   
 
  + 
hy   (`s;  `s);`si

^ y = 2 (`s;0) + [y   (0;  `s)]:
Finally, we get
^ y =
2 
(2  + )  
 
 +hy   (`s;  `s);`si
(`s;0)
+

(2  + )  
 
 +hy   (`s;  `s);`si
[y   (0;  `s)]:
(4.6)
We can easily check that for  = 0 one gets ^ y = (`s;0) = 0, while for   = 0
we get ^ y = y   (0;  `s) = y. We can derive a closed form expression for 
from (4.2):
 = h`s;`si = h^ y;`si
=
 
  + 
h(`s;0);`si +

  + 
hy   (0;  `s);`si; (4.7)
which gives us a quadratic in :
2 +
    hy   (0;  `s);`si

    h(`s;0);`si = 0: (4.8)
The solutions to this have the form:
 =
1
2

hy   (0;  `s);`si     
q
(hy   (0;  `s);`si    )2 + 4 h(`s;0);`si

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Notice that these solutions are always real, and that if   > 0 and `s 6= 0, the
product of these solutions is always negative. In this case there is a unique
solution
DFP =
1
2

hy   (0;  `s);`si     +
q
(hy   (0;  `s);`si    )2 + 4 h(`s;0);`si

:
(4.10)
which is positive, so that h^ y;`si is positive, which in turn implies that the
DFP-type update (3.4) is well-dened with +(;0) positive denite. If   = 0
then DFP reduces to DFP = hy;`si (the other solution being  = 0). This
case is very similar to the unconstrained minimization case, and close to
a strong local minimizer we can expect hy;`si to be positive (see also the
discussion in Section 5 on this issue). Finally, if `s = 0 then  = 0 is clearly
the root of (4.8) of interest so that overall the formula (4.10) is valid in all
cases.
Note: Easy algebraic manipulation leads to the observation that the denom-
inator from (4.6)
 = (2  + )  
 
  + 
hy   (`s;  `s);`si
can be rewritten (assuming `s 6= 0 and just using (4.7)) as
 =   +  +  
h(`s;0);`si

=   +  +  
h(`s;0;`si
h+(`s;0);`si
and is thus strictly positive.
Case 4: This is where the aforementioned diculties with the BFGS-type up-
date arise. Here we have been unable to obtain a closed-form expression for
^ y, owing to the interdependent choices of ^ y and .22 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
We summarize our ndings of the last two sections in the following
Theorem 1. Let L and  L be inner product spaces, and let the inner product on
L be dened via another inner product space M and a regular linear mapping
 : M ! L such that (u;v)L := (u;v)M. Let BL be an orthonormal basis
of L and B L be an orthonormal basis of  L. Then, for given  : L  L  ! L with
(;0) self-adjoint, `s 2 L;  `s 2  L and y 2 L there is a unique + 2 IL(L L;L)
such that
a) +(`s;  `s) = y,
b) +(;0) is self-adjoint,
c) j+   jBL L;B L ! min, given by
+(1;2) = (1;2) + (^ y   (`s;0))
(`s;1)L
(`s;`s)L
+ 
`s
h^ y   (`s;0);1i
(`s;`s)L
 
`s
h^ y   (`s;0);`si(`s;1)L
(`s;`s)2
L
+
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2) L
( `s;  `s) L
;
with
^ y =
2 
2  + 

(`s;0) +
1
2(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s

+

2  + 

y   (0;  `s)

and
 = (`s;`s)L and   = ( `s;  `s) L:
5. Discussion
Before moving on to the convergence analysis we discuss a few miscellaneous
issues related to the result in Theorem 1, rst two general issues and then some
more technical details that relate to the updates. We conclude this section byLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 23
examining previous approaches in light of the theory presented in the previous
sections.
In the case of linear constraints it is not dicult to see that Algorithm 1
produces feasible iterates so that (after the rst step) we have  `s = 0,   =
0, and ^ y = y. Thus the updates proposed in Theorem 1 correspond to their
\unconstrained counterparts." For example, the DFP-type update will turn into
a pure DFP update that only operates on the nullspace of the linear constraints,
i.e., on the feasible region. Hence these updates can be seen as a direct extension
of well-known quasi-Newton updates for unconstrained optimization, and in the
linearly constrained case our updates inherit all their properties.
A more dicult issue in this context is that of scale-invariance. Part of the
glory of the DFP and BFGS updates is that they are invariant under nonsingular
transformations in the domain. Also, as mentioned in Section 3, the Broyden
update is invariant under linear transformations of its range. Unfortunately,
neither of these desirable properties carry through to our DFP-like update due
to the combination of these two updates in the null- and rangespaces of the
constraint gradients respectively. Indeed, clearly   is scale-dependent, and hence
so is DFP in (4.10) due to its dependence on  : in fact, DFP even depends on the
scaling of the objective function  through its eect on y but not  . In some sense
these ndings shouldn't come as a surprise given the derivation of the update in
Section 3: While we have information about a natural scaling in the nullspace
L (the reduced Hessian of the Lagrangian), we do not have such information in
its complement  L and are thus forced to update in a scale-dependent way.24 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Looking at the DFP-type update in more detail for a moment, one might
detect in expression (4.10) what looks to be a dangerous discontinuity in the
update: if hy;`si < 0 and    ! 0, then the update will be discontinuous at
  = 0 (and, actually, ill-dened, since in this case DFP < 0). This should
not come as a surprise, since we just established that the update reduces to its
unconstrained equivalent in case the step lies entirely in the nullspace of the
constraints. However, since we are for now restricting ourselves to a purely local
analysis and it is known that near a local minimizer satisfying Assumption 1
with a suitably accurate  the condition hy (0;  `s);`si > 0 will hold, we defer
the discussion of this issue to a subsequent paper [28]. We will have to deal with
the likely event of encountering negative curvature in the nullspace with update
conditions not unlike the ones frequently employed in an unconstrained setting,
and hence we will not be dealing with a \pure" quasi-Newton method, as for
example in [25]. However, we stress that these conditions will not need to depend
on the iteration index as, e.g., (1.10) does, and we can thus hope for a \clean"
globally convergent algorithm to arise from the use of globalization tools like
line searches and trust regions.
Finally, one might think that the choice of ^ y proposed in Proposition 1 and
Theorem 1 looks somewhat asymmetric in `s and  `s since the expressions in the
denominators give twice as much weight to the range space part as to the null
space part. This comes from the fact that we are performing a rank-2 update on
the null space part and only a rank-1 update on the unsymmetric part. In fact,
if for a moment we interpret our derivation in matrix notation, we are eectivelyLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 25
solving the problem
min
^ y
k[B+Z+   BZ B+Y+   BY ]k
subject to the quasi-Newton equation B+s = y and the requirement that B+Z+
be symmetric. Instead, we could think of a more symmetric approach, which is
to consider the objective function
min
^ y



 



2
6 6
4
B+Z+   BZ B+Y+   BY
Y T
+ BT
+   Y TBT 0
3
7 7
5



 



instead. A simple modication of the proof in the appendix would then lead to
the following choice of ^ y, which is \more symmetric" in `s and  `s (by, eectively,
pushing the asymmetry into the correction term):
^ y =
 
  + 

(`s;0) +
1
  + 2
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s

+

  + 
[y   (0;  `s)]:
(5.1)
For all practical (and analytical) purposes, however, (4.1) and (5.1) are equiv-
alent, so we will focus on our original choice.
To end this section we briey mention the approaches proposed in [7], [19]
and [22] and try to relate them to our framework.
The update by Nocedal and Overton [22] can be seen as setting   0 and ^ y =
y, then updating  with either DFP or BFGS. Gurwitz [19] proposes updating
both  and , but her updates only satisfy the quasi-Newton equations (2.6)
asymptotically. If ^ y1 and y ^ y2 denote the right-hand sides of the rst and second
quasi-Newton equations respectively, then she sets ^ y1 = y and ^ y2 = (`s;0).26 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Coleman and Fenyes [7] in some sense come closest to what we propose here
by considering updating  with BFGS and  using the Broyden update. Even
though they never view their updates this way, they eectively choose ^ y to be
^ y = (1   )(`s;0) + (y   (0;  `s))
where
 =
2h(`s;0);`si
  + 2h(`s;0);`si
and  is the root of some cubic polynomial (see equation (3.9) in [7]); so, inter-
estingly enough, they seem to have found an answer to our problems in Case 4
of the last section. However, this approach cannot be motivated in a similar way
to our updates. They also consider updating  with a DFP update but fail to
nd an appropriate right-hand side ^ y which will keep the update well-dened at
all iterations.
6. Convergence Analysis
We now turn back to the more familiar notation already used in the introduction.
First we \translate" the update formulae derived Section 4 into the notation of
the introduction. As mentioned before we denote our quasi-Newton matrix which
approximates ZTW by B. Earlier we relied on the existence of a linear operator
i that takes elements of L into X. The obvious matrix to use as this operator
here is Z (even though one could think of saving the cost of computing Z and
choosing a non-orthonormal null-space basis instead). Similarly we can write YLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 27
instead of  {. We rewrite the equation (2.4) as the well-known decomposition
8z 2 IR
n : z = Z(ZTz) + Y (Y Tz):
Even though  and + operate on the same spaces, the mapping between L and
X (as well as the one between  L and X) changes from iteration to iteration. In
the general update formula (3.2) we have that
+(1;2) = (1;2) + ::::
In the usual context this should be interpreted in the following way:
B+(Z+ 1 +Y+2) = B(Z 1 +Y 2) + ::::
Since + operates on L   L at the new iteration point, we should interpret an
expression like +(`s;  `s) as B+s = B+(Z+ZT
+s + Y+Y T
+ s).
Consider rst Case 1 (i.e., the PSB-type update): we can rewrite the whole
update (2.9) using the clarication from above as follows:
B+ = BZZT
+ + BY Y T
+ +
(^ y   BZZT
+s)(ZT
+s)T + (ZT
+s)(^ y   BZZT
+s)T

ZT
+
 
(^ y   BZZT
+s)T(ZT
+s)(ZT
+s)(ZT
+s)T
2 Z
T
+
+
(y   ^ y   BY Y T
+ s)(Y T
+ s)T
 
Y
T
+ ;
(6.1)
with
^ y =
2 
2  + 
BZZT
+s +

2  + 
[y   BY Y T
+ s] +
 
(  + )(2  + )
(y   BZZT
+s   BY Y T
+ s)T(ZT
+s)ZT
+s
(6.2)
and28 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
 = (ZT
+s)T(ZT
+s) and   = (Y T
+ s)T(Y T
+ s):
For Case 3 (i.e., the DFP-type update) we obtain
B+ = BZZT
+ + BY Y T
+ +
(^ y   BZZT
+s)^ yT + ^ y(^ y   BZZT
+s)T

ZT
+
 
(^ y   BZZT
+s)T(ZT
+s)^ y^ yT
2 Z
T
+
+
(y   ^ y   BY Y T
+ s)(Y T
+ s)T
 
Y
T
+ ;
(6.3)
with
^ y =
2 
2  +   
 
 +(y   BZZT
+s   BY Y T
+ s)TZT
+s
BZZ
T
+s
+

2  +   
 
 +(y   BZZT
+s   BY Y T
+ s)TZT
+s
 
y   BY Y T
+ s

and
 = DFP =
1
2

(y   BY Y T
+ s)TZT
+s    
+
q
((y   BY Y T
+ s)TZT
+s    )2 + 4 (ZT
+s)TBZ(ZT
+s)

;
  = (Y T
+ s)T(Y T
+ s):
Notice that, in both cases, B+Z+ inherits the symmetry property from BZ.
One of the classic ways of proving convergence of quasi-Newton algorithms
is to use the tools provided by Broyden, Dennis and Mor e [4] and bound the
\deterioration" in the approximation matrix. Since we are eectively dealing
with two updates combined into one we could hope to apply the well-establishedLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 29
bounded deterioration results for the DFP, PSB and Broyden updates to our
case and hence get a local convergence result. It is not too surprising, however,
that without imposing some sort of additional constraint on the choice of ^ y this
analysis will not go through. A useful denition is the following one from the
Dennis-Broyden-Mor e analysis:
p(x;x+) := maxfkx   xkp;kx+   xkpg (6.4)
(see also (C.5)). More specically, we will be using 1(x;x+) and 1=2(x;x+).
We can now formulate a general convergence theorem as follows:
Theorem 2. Let Assumption 1 hold, and let fxkg and fBkg be given by Algo-
rithm 1 with  = 0. Assume that Zk = Z(xk) where Z() is Lipschitz continuous.
In addition assume that for some constant C1 > 0 and in each iteration of the
algorithm the parameter ^ y satises the following two conditions:
k^ y   BZZT
+sk
p

 C1p(x+;x)
ky   ^ y   BYY T
+ sk
p
 
 C1p(x+;x)
(6.5)
for some xed p > 0. Then there exist  > 0 and  > 0 such that if kx0 xk  
and kB0   Z(x)TW(x;)k  , then Algorithm 1 with either the PSB-like
(2.9) or the DFP-like (3.4) update rule is well-dened and xk ! x at a one-
step Q-superlinear rate.
(Note that since all norms on nite-dimensional vector spaces are equivalent
we can use any norms that are convenient in the proofs and the results hold true
for all norms.)30 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Proof. The main tool we use here is the classic bounded deterioration The-
orem C.2. By looking at (1.6) and (C.4) we observe that we need to bound the
deterioration of
D =
2
6
6
4
B
A(x)T
3
7
7
5:
Since A is assumed to be a dierentiable function, we only need to obtain a
bound on kB+   Bk. A slight generalization of the standard convergence the-
orems (stated as Theorem C.4) allows us to combine the well-known bounded
deterioration results for the Broyden-, DFP and PSB updates to bound the over-
all deterioration of the update matrices. The superlinear convergence rate is then
easily obtained by verifying that the Dennis-Mor e criterion from Theorem C.1
holds. u t
Corollary 1. If we make the same assumptions as in the previous theorem,
setting ^ y = ZT
+rxL(x+;x+)   ZT
+rxL(x+   Z+ZT
+s;x+) in the update yields
local and 1-step superlinear convergence.
Proof. We obtain this immediately by observing that, under our smoothness
assumptions, this choice of ^ y satises the estimate (6.5) for p = 1. u t
The strategy outlined in the corollary corresponds to a Coleman-Conn-type
technique [6]; it involves re-evaluating the gradients at the intermediate point
x+  Z+ZT
+s = x+Y+Y T
+ s. This, of course, makes the term \1-step superlinear
convergence" misleading: the \main" iterates do converge at that speed but since
we need gradient information at the midpoints we really only get 2-step superlin-
ear convergence. Also, it should be pointed out that the original Coleman-ConnLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 31
proposal was to only keep an approximation of the symmetric part whereas we
require an approximation to all of ZTW, so our result here is in fact somewhat
weaker that what was proved in [6].
We can, however, get a satisfactory convergence statement about the PSB-
like update and the corresponding choice of ^ y proposed in Section 4:
Theorem 3. Let Assumption 1 hold, and suppose Algorithm 1 is run with  = 0
and Zk = Z(xk) with Lipschitz continuous Z(). Then there exist  > 0 and  > 0
such that if kx0   xk   and kB0   Z(x)TW(x;)k  , then Algorithm 1
with the PSB-like update rule (6.1) and ^ y as in (6.2) is well-dened and xk ! x
at a one-step Q-superlinear rate.
Proof. We again make heavy usage of the theorem by Broyden, Dennis and
Mor e which is stated as Theorem C.2 in Appendix C. Assume that  < 1 so that,
with kx xk < 1 and kx+  xk < 1, maxfkx xk;kx+  xkg = 1(x;x+) <
1=2(x;x+) from (6.4). To apply this theorem we essentially need to show that
the deterioration bound (C.4) on kD   Dk holds for our update, where here
D = [BT A(x)]T.
A(x) is known exactly in the algorithm and is assumed to be dierentiable,
so we need to bound the deterioration in B only.
Corollary B.1 states that the update (6.1) can be rewritten as
B+ = BZZT
+ + BY Y T
+ + (y   BY Y T
+ s   BZZT
+s)
sT + sTY+Y T
+
2  + 
+
(ZT
+s)(y   BY Y T
+ s   BZZT
+s)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

:32 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Using the denition B := ZT
 W we get that
B+   B = (y   Bs)
sT + sTY+Y T
+
2  + 
+(BY Y T
+ + BZZT
+   B)

I  
ssT + ssTY+Y T
+
2  + 

+
(ZT
+s)(y   Bs)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

 
(ZT
+s)(BY Y T
+ s + BZZT
+s   Bs)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

:
To simplify the following formulae we set PZ := (Z+   Z), PY := (Y+   Y ),
P := Y P T
Y +ZP T
Z and E = B B. Note that the Lipschitz continuity of Z and
Y imply the existence of a constant C2 such that kPk  C2ksk. We can now
rewrite the last equation further as
B+   B
= (y   Bs)
sT + sTY+Y T
+
2  + 
+
(ZT
+s)(y   Bs)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

(6.6)
+E

I  
ssT + ssTY+Y T
+
2  + 

 
(ZT
+s)(Es)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

(6.7)
+BP

I  
ssT + ssTY+Y T
+
2  + 

 
(ZT
+s)(BPs)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

: (6.8)
We proceed by bounding (6.6){ (6.8) individually and in norm. We can apply
the well-known Theorem C.3 to bound (6.6) and get the existence of a constant
C3 > 0 such that

 
(y   Bs)
sT + sTY+Y T
+
2  + 
+
(ZT
+s)(y   Bs)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 

 
  2
ky   Bsk
ksk
 C31(x+;x):
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Bounding (6.7) and (6.8) in norm requires more (tedious) work and is done
in Lemmas B.2 and B.3, the rst of which shows the existence of a constant
C4 > 1 such that:



E

I  
ssT + ssTY+Y T
+
2  + 

 
(ZT
+s)(Es)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 




2
F
 kEk2
F  
kEsk2
ksk2 + C4kEk(kEkkx+   xk + kx   xk) (6.10)
 kEk
2
F + C4kEk(kEkkx+   xk + kx   xk):
Hence we get that
 

E

I  
ssT + ssTY+Y T
+
2  + 

 
(ZT
+s)(Es)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 
 


F
 kEkF +
p
C4kEkkx   xk + C4kEkkx+   xk1=2
 kEkF +
1
2
C4kx   xk1=2kEk +
1
2
kx   xk1=2 + C4kEkkx+   xk1=2
 (1 + 2C41=2(x;x+))kEkF + 1=2(x;x+): (6.11)
Lemma B.3 gives a bound on (6.8):



BP

I  
ssT + ssTY+Y T
+
2  + 

 
(ZT
+s)(BPs)TZT
+
2  + 

I  
ssT
  + 




F
(6.12)
 C5
p
maxfkEk21(x+;x)2;kEk1(x+;x)2;1(x+;x)2g
 C5(kEk1(x+;x) + 1(x+;x)): (6.13)
We can now nally combine (6.6){(6.8), (6.9), (6.11) and (6.13) to get the exis-
tence of constants 1 and 2 such that
kB+   BkF  (1 + 11=2(x;x+))kB   BkF + 21=2(x;x+)
is true for all iterations. Hence (C.4) holds for our update (2.9), and we get linear
convergence as a consequence.34 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
To bound the convergence rate more we need to do (even) more work, and
although the proof of superlinear convergence is almost identical to the proof of
the second part of Theorem 5.2 in [10], we give it here for the sake of complete-
ness. We set k = kBk   BkF and use (6.10) and the bounded deterioration
result together with the fact that for all a;b 2 IR with a > b > 0;(a2   b2)1=2 
a   (2a) 1b2 to get
k+1 

1  
1
22
k
 2
k + 1k

k + 2k;
where k = maxfkxk+1   xk1=2;kxk   xk1=2g and  k = k[Bk   B]skk=kskk.
Since k+1  (1+1k)k+2k and fxkg is linearly convergent, it follows that
fkg is bounded, and if  is an upper bound, then
 2
k
2
 k   k+1 + (2 + 1)k:
Thus
1
2
1 X
k=0
 2
k  0 + (2 + 1)
1 X
k=0
k;
forcing f kg to converge to zero. Hence
lim
k!1
k[Bk   B](xk+1   xk)k
kskk
= 0;
and so the Dennis-Mor e criterion (C.3) for superlinear convergence is fullled.
u t
The proof above takes, unfortunately, what could be considered a \brute-
force" approach that is hard to interpret geometrically. Obtaining a bounded
deterioration result for the DFP-type update seems to be more even more dif-
cult, so at this point we just outline a summary of the approach we haveLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 35
considered. The main diculty lies in the fact that the reference norm (i.e., the
norm with respect to which the update is a least-change update) changes from
iteration to iteration. An obvious choice of a matrix norm in which to obtain
bounded deterioration would be the following
k  k =
q
k  Zk2
BZ + k  Yk2
F:
where k  kM := kL 1  L TkF for any L such that LLT = M. Using standard
matrix perturbation results (Theorem 2.3.4. in [16]) we can show that, under
suitable assumptions,
k  kBZ  (1 + O(kBZ   BZk))k  kBZ
which, however, seems not tight enough to obtain an overall deterioration bound
of the form (C.4). Hence at this point we can only formulate the following
Conjecture 1. Under the same assumptions as in the previous theorem, using
the DFP-like update in Algorithm 1 yields 1-step superlinear convergence.
Even though so far we have not succeeded in proving a convergence result for the
DFP-like update we believe that the mere existence of an update of this form
which keeps a symmetric positive denite approximation of the reduced Hessian
is valuable. In fact, [28] shows that search directions generated by this update are
always descent directions for the quadratic and the L1 penalty functions, which in
turn leads to a globally convergent line-search algorithms. Similarly, this positive
deniteness is shown to be very advantageous in a trust-region setting since the
subproblem(s) solved at each iteration are now convex problems and as such can
be easily approximately solved.36 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
7. Computational Results
To verify the computational eciency of the new update we implemented a very
simple local version of the basic quasi-Newton algorithm 1 in MATLAB and ran
it on a Sun Ultra-Sparc workstation. We used the test problems given in [19]
and [22] to make our algorithm comparable. In Table 1 we give the number of
iterations that each of the dierent versions of the dierent algorithms took.
In all problems except for P7 we set the tolerance  to 10 12 and obtained B0
using a coarse nite-dierencing procedure to obtain W0 (with nite-dierencing
parameter h = 10 2) and then pre-multiplying with ZT
0 . To get reasonable
iteration numbers for P7 we raised  to 10 8 and made the initial approximation
B0 more accurate (setting h = 10 5). We used the MATLAB-implementation
of the QR algorithm with column pivoting, which seemed to yield smooth Z's
(except for one problem, and there it didn't impede fast convergence at all).
We report the essential data for each of the problems. The problems with HS
in their name come from the Hock/Schittkowski collection; we refer the reader
to [21] for the complete formulations. The other problems were taken directly
out of [22] and [19]. For the sake of brevity we only give six signicant digits
of the solutions we found | some of these are considerably more accurate than
what was reported in [19] and [22].
P1 (Wright) n = 2;m = 1:
min x1x2
2
s.t. x
2
1 + x
2
2   2 = 0:Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 37
Solution: x = ( :816497; 1:15470)T.
Starting point: x0 = ( 1; 1)T.
P2 (Himmelblau, Wright) n = 3;m = 2:
min 1000  x
2
1   2x
2
2   x
2
3   x1x2   x1x3
s.t. x2
1 + x2
2 + x2
3   25 = 0
8x1 + 14x2 + 7x3   56 = 0:
Solution: x = (3:51212;:216988;3:55217)T.
Starting point: x0 = (3;0:2;3)T.
P3 (Powell) n = 5;m = 3.
min ex1x2x3x4x5  
1
2
(x3
1 + x3
2 + 1)2
s.t. x2
1 + x2
2 + x2
3 + x2
4 + x2
5   10 = 0
x2x3   5x4x5 = 0
x3
1 + x3
2 + 1 = 0:
Solution: x = ( 1:71714;1:59571;1:82725; :763643; :763643)T.
Starting point: x0 = ( 1:8;1:7;1:9; 0:8; 0:8)T.
P4 (Wright) n = 5;m = 3.
min (x1   1)2 + (x2   x3)2 + (x2   x3)3 + (x3   x4)4 + (x4   x5)4
s.t. x1 + x2
2 + x3
3   2   3
p
2 = 0
x2   x2
3 + x4 + 2   2
p
2 = 0
x1x5   2 = 0:38 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Solution: x = (1:11552;1:22008;1:53807;1:97399;1:79289)T.
Starting point: x0 = (1:2;1:3;1:6;1:9;1:7)T.
P5 (HS100) n = 7;m = 2.
Solution: x = (2:33050;1:95137; :477541;4:36573;
  :624487;1:03813;1:59423)T.
Starting point: x0 = (2;1:9; 0:5;4:3; 0:6;1;1)T.
P6 (HS111) n = 10;m = 3.
Solution: x = ( 3:20231; 1:91237; :244427; 6:56118;
  :723098; 7:27423; 3:59724; 4:02032; 3:28838; 2:33437)T.
Starting point: x0 = ( 3; 1:9; 0:2; 6:5; 0:7; 7:3; 4:0; 4:0; 3;0; 2:3)T.
P7 (HS104) n = 8;m = 4.
Solution: x = (6:46511;2:23271;:667397;:595756;5:93268;
5:52723;1:01332;:400668)T.
Starting point: x0 = (6:5;2:3;0:7;0:6;5:9;5:6;1:1;0:4)T.
P8 (Byrd) n = 2;m = 1.
min
1
2
x2
1   5x1x2 +
1
2
x2
2  
1
15
(x1   5)3
s.t.
1
(x2   2)2   1 = 0:
Solution: x = (5;1)T.
Starting point: a) x0 = (5:0;1:445)T, b) x0 = (5:0;1:43)T.
P9 (Yuan) n = 2;m = 1.
min
1
2
x2
2   x1x2 +
 4(x2   x1)3   6(x2   x1)2(x1   x2
2)   12(x2   x1)(x1   x2
2)2
6(1   x2)3Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 39
+
 17(x1   x2
2)3 +
3(x1 x
2
2)
4
1 x2
6(1   x2)3
s.t. x1 +
(x2   x1)2 + (x2   x1)(x1   x2
2) + 2(x1   x2
2)2
(1   x2)2 = 0:
Solution: x = (0;0)T.
Starting point: a) x0 = (:2;:1)T, b) x0 = (:1;:1)T.
P10 (HS39) n = 4;m = 2.
Solution: x = (1:00000;1:00000; 1:60371 10 16;4:72341 10 15)T.
Starting point: x0 = (:91;:90;:003;:0015)T.
P11 (HS93) n = 6;m = 2.
Solution: x = (5:33267;4:65674;10:4330;12:0823;:752607;:878651)T.
Starting point: x0 = (5:28;4:652;10:43;12:09;:745;:856)T.
In Table 1 we display the number of iterations that the dierent algorithms
took on these test problems. We compare our new update (using the DFP-like,
the Greenstadt-like (\G") and the PSB-like updates of the symmetric parts),
Nocedal & Overton's [22] update (using  = 1 and  = :01 in (1.10), as they
suggest), Gurwitz's [19] update (using 1 = 10;2 = 1 and 1 = 2 = :01, as
she suggests) and a pure Newton method that uses the exact second order in-
formation. All algorithms are purely local | no safeguards such as trust-regions
or a line search were used. ** denotes a failure of some sort (caused usually by
either singularity of ZTWZ or loss of full rank in A); this only happened in the
pure Newton algorithm. If DFP or BFGS was chosen for the Nocedal/Overton
or Gurwitz algorithms, we skip the update if yTs < 0.40 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
new update N/O Gurwitz exact
DFP G PSB DFP BFGS DFP BFGS
P 1 7 7 6 5 5 6 6 5
P 2 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 3
P 3 6 7 6 5 5 6 6 5
P 4 12 14 13 20 22 14 16 **
P 5 12 13 13 11 13 12 11 11
P 6 11 11 23 12 11 11 11 43
P 7 9 8 8 28 16 > 50 > 50 5
P 8a 7 7 7 9 9 8 8 9
P 8b 7 7 7 9 9 8 8 8
P 9a 8 7 9 11 11 8 8 6
P 9b 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 5
P10 9 8 10 7 7 9 9 4
P11 11 9 18 13 13 11 10 4
Table 1. Numerical results on some small test problems
Overall we nd that our algorithm does well, never performing signicantly
worse that the N/O variant and sometimes signicantly better. Problem P4 is
interesting in the sense that we can observe 2-step superlinear convergence for
the N/O case, while our algorithm converges 1-step superlinearly. For problems
P6 and P11 we notice that our PSB-like update does not perform as well as,
say, the DFP- or the Greenstadt-like variants. The reason for this is that ap-
parently the starting point (and the initial approximation of the Hessian) areLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 41
too far away from the optimal solution for fast convergence of our local method.
Similar behavior was observed for Gurwitz's update when PSB was used for the
symmetric part. Choosing a starting point that is closer to the optimal solution
eliminates this dierence between PSB and DFP.
A. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition A.1 (restatement of Proposition 1). The following choice of
^ y minimizes j+   j for the general update formula (3.2):
^ y =
2 
2  + 

(`s;0) +
1
2(  + )
h(+   )(`s;  `s);`si`s

+

2  + 
[y (0;  `s)]:
(A.1)
Proof. We want to choose ^ y to minimize j+   j2
BL L;BL. Note that if  > 0
and   > 0
(+   )(1;2) = (^ y   (`s;0))
(`s;1)

+ `s
(^ y   (`s;0);1)

 `s
(^ y   (`s;0);`s)(`s;1)
2 +
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;2)
 
:
If either  = 0 or   = 0, then the question of what ^ y to choose is trivial (and, as
it turns out, also answered by (A.1)), so we can assume for now that both  and
  are positive. Now we can assume without loss of generality (since the norms
here are invariant under orthogonal basis transformations, see Theorem 2.1 in
[27]) that b1 =   1
2`s, and, similarly, that  bt+1 =    1
2  `s. Then we get that
j+   j
2
BL L;BL
=
t X
i=1
j(+   )(bi;0)j
2
BL +
n X
i=t+1

(+   )(0; bi)

2
BL42 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
=



(^ y   (`s;0))
(`s;)

+ `s
(^ y   (`s;0);)

  `s
(^ y   (`s;0);`s)(`s;)
2




2
BL;BL
+


 
 
y   ^ y   (0;  `s)
 ( `s;)
 


 
2
B L;BL
:
Let us rst make Assumption 2 (BL and B L orthogonal). Then we obtain
j+   j2
BL L;BL
=
1

j^ y   (`s;0)j2 +
1

t X
i=2
j(^ y   (`s;0);bi)j2 +
1
 
jy   ^ y   (0;  `s)j2
= 2
1

j^ y   (`s;0)j2  
1
2(^ y   (`s;0);`s)2 +
1
 
jy   ^ y   (0;  `s)j2:
This is a strictly convex function of ^ y, so it is uniquely minimized at a stationary
point. Dierentiating with respect to ^ y and setting the derivative equal to zero
gives
4
1

[^ y   (`s;0)]   2
1
2(^ y   (`s;0);`s)`s   2
1
 
[y   ^ y   (0;  `s)] = 0
or 2 [^ y   (`s;0)]    (^ y   (`s;0);`s)`s   2[y   ^ y   (0;  `s)] = 0:
Moving the terms involving ^ y to the left-hand side we get
2 ^ y    (^ y;`s)`s + 2^ y = 2 (`s;0)    ((`s;0);`s)`s + 2[y   (0;  `s)]
or
(2 +)^ y  (^ y;`s)`s = 

2 (`s;0) + [y   (0;  `s)]

  ((`s;0);`s)`s: (A.2)
Taking inner products on both sides with `s yields
((2  + )    )(^ y;`s) = 

2 ((`s;0);`s) + (y   (0;  `s);`s)

  ((`s;0);`s)
or (  + )(^ y;`s) = 
 ((`s;0);`s) + (y   (0;  `s);`s)

;
hence (^ y;`s) =
 
 +  
((`s;0);`s) +

 +  
(y   (0;  `s);`s):Least-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 43
Notice the nice symmetry here in the `s direction! Substituting this into (A.2)
nally gives:
(2  + )^ y = 

2 (`s;0) + [y   (0;  `s)]

   ((`s;0);`s)`s
+ 
  
 +  
((`s;0);`s) +

 +  
(y   (0;  `s);`s)

`s
= 

2 (`s;0) + [y   (0;  `s)]

+
 
  + 
( (`s;0) + y   (0;  `s);`s)`s
or ^ y =
2 
2  + 
(`s;0) +

2  + 
[y   (0;  `s)]
+
 
(  + )(2  + )
(y   (`s;  `s);`s)`s:
In the more general case where  6= id we can perform the exact same steps
as above using the denitions of 0
+;0
+ etc. and the inner product dened in M
to get
^ y =
2 
2  + 
(`s;0) +

2  + 
[y   (0;  `s)]
+
 
(2  + )(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s
=
2 
2  + 

(`s;0) +
1
2(  + )
h(+   )(`s;  `s);`si`s

+

2  + 
[y   (0;  `s)];
which is what was claimed in the proposition. u t
B. Appendix: Technical Results
This section contains some of the very technical and cumbersome intermediate
results we use in Section 6.44 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Lemma B.1. The general update formula (3.2) can be rewritten in the following
form:
+(1;2) = (1;2) + [y   (`s;  `s)]
h`s;1i + 2( `s;2)
2  + 
+`s

hy   (`s;  `s);1i
2  + 
 
hy   (`s;  `s);`si
2  + 

h`s;1i + ( `s;2)
 +  

:
Proof. Using (4.1) (and (4.3), (4.4)) in (3.2) gives us
+(1;2) = (1;2) +

2  + 
(y   (`s;  `s))
h`s;1i
h`s;`si
+
 
(2  + )(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si
`s
h`s;1i
h`s;`si
+
`s
h 
2 +(y   (`s;  `s));1i
h`s;`si
+`s
h
 
(2 +)( +)hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s;1i
h`s;`si
 `s

2 +hy   (`s;  `s);`sih`s;1i
h`s;`si2
 `s
h
 
(2 +)( +)hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s;`sih`s;1i
h`s;`si2
+
2 
2  + 
(y   (`s;  `s))
( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
 
 
(2  + )(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`s
( `s;2)
( `s;  `s)
= (1;2) +
1
2  + 
h
(y   (`s;  `s))h
`s;1i
+
 
(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si
`sh
`s;1i
+`shy   (`s;  `s);1i
+
 
(  + )
hy   (`s;  `s);`si`sh`s;1i
 
1

hy   (`s;  `s);`si`sh`s;1i
 
 
(  + )
hy   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+ 2(y   (`s;  `s))( `s;2)  
1
  + 
hy   (`s;  `s);`si
`s( `s;2)

= (1;2) + (y   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Corollary B.1. The PSB-like update (6.1) can be rewritten in the following
form:
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Proof. This now follows directly from the previous lemma. u t
Lemma B.2. For some positive constant C4 the following bound holds with E =
B   B = B   ZT
 W :
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Proof. Using the fact that kAk2
F = tr(ATA) = tr(AAT) and the properties of
the trace function we get that:
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Now ZTET   EZ = ZT(B   B)T   (B   B)Z. Using the facts that BZ and
BZ are symmetric, we nd that the expression above equals
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for some positive constant C4. u t
Lemma B.3. For some positive constant C5, the following bound holds for P =
Y (Y+   Y )T + Z(Z+   Z)T:
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Proof. The structure of the left-hand side of the statement is identical to the
one in Lemma B.2 (with E replaced by BP), and we can use the work done
there and the facts that kABk2
F  kAk2
FkBk2
F and that kPk  2C21(x+;x) to48 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
get
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for some positive constant C5. u t
C. Appendix: Classical Results
Theorem C.1 (Dennis & Mor e [9]). Let F : C  IR
n  ! IR
n be a con-
tinuously dierentiable function on the open convex set C and x 2 C such
that F(x) = 0 and F 0(x) is nonsingular. Let fDkg 2 IR
nn be a sequence of
nonsingular matrices. Suppose that for some x0 2 C the sequence fxkg dened
by
xk+1 = xk   D
 1
k F(xk); k = 0;1;:::
remains in C, with xk 6= x for all k, and converges to x. Then fxkg converges
superlinearly to x if and only if
lim
k!1
k[Dk   F 0(x)](xk+1   xk)k
kxk+1   xkk
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Proof. See, e.g., Theorem 3.1. in [9]. u t
Theorem C.2 (Broyden, Dennis & Mor e [4]). Let F : IR
n  ! IR
n be
dierentiable in the open, convex set C, and assume that for some p > 0 and K
we have that F 0 satises
kF
0(x)   F
0(x)k  Kkx   xk
p
for all x in a neighborhood of x where F(x) = 0 and F 0(x) is nonsingular. Let
D be the current approximation to F 0(x) and D+ be an updated approximation
which satises the quasi-Newton equations D+(x+   x) = F(x+)   F(x). If
kD+   F 0(x)kM  [1 + 1p(x;x+)]kD   F 0(x)kM + 2p(x;x+) (C.4)
where
p(x;x+) = maxfkx   xk
p;kx+   xk
pg (C.5)
for the same p > 0 as above and kkM is any xed norm, then for each r 2 (0;1)
there are positive constants (r) and (r) such that for kx0   xk < (r) and
kD0   F 0(x)kM < (r) the sequence
xk+1 = xk   D
 1
k F(xk)
is well-dened and converges to x. Furthermore,
kxk+1   xk  rkxk   xk
for each k  0, and fkDkkg, fkD
 1
k kg are uniformly bounded.
Proof. See, e.g., Theorem 3.2 in [4]. u t50 Michael Wagner, Michael J. Todd
Theorem C.3 (Ortega & Rheinboldt [23]). If F : D  IR
n  ! IR
m is
G-dierentiable on the convex set D0  D, then, for any x;y;z 2 D0
kF(y)   F(z)   F 0(x)(y   z)k  sup
0t1
kF 0(z + t(y   z))   F 0(x)kky   zk:
Hence, if F 0 is Lipschitz-continuous with parameter  we have that
kF(y)   F(z)   F 0(x)(y   z)k   maxfkz   xk;ky   xkgky   zk
Proof. See Corollary 3.2.5 in [23]. u t
The following is a slight generalization of the convergence theorems for quasi-
Newton updates which satisfy a bound like (C.4):
Theorem C.4. Let F and fDkg satisfy all assumptions in Theorem C.2 except
that the quasi{Newton equation there is replaced by
Dk+1sk = ^ yk;
where s = xk+1   xk and ^ yk satises the condition
k^ yk   F
0(x
)skk  Kp(xk+1;xk)kskk (C.6)
for some p > 0. Then for each r 2 (0;1) there are positive constants (r) and
(r) such that for kx0 xk < (r) and kD0 F 0(x)kM < (r) the quasi-Newton
process dened above will converge.
Proof. This follows directly from the proof of, e.g., Theorem 5.3 in [4] by ob-
serving that (C.6) replaces the result of the Ortega-Rheinboldt theorem needed
in the analysis. u tLeast-change quasi-Newton updates for equality-constrained optimization 51
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